Floriculture

DEPARTMENT 4

Prizes Awarded:
1st Place $3.00
2nd Place $2.00
3rd Place $1.00

Section 43  Division-Cut Specimens

Class  Exhibit  Quantity

600  Arrangement  1 container
601  Blackeyed Susan/Cone Flower  1 specimen
602  Canna  1 specimen
603  Celosia/Cockscomb  1 specimen
604  Chrysanthemum  1 specimen
605  Cosmos  1 specimen
606  Dahlia  1 specimen
607  Daylily  1 specimen
608  Crape Myrtle  1 specimen
609  Geraniums  1 specimen
610  Gladiolus  1 spike
611  Hibiscus (Rose of Sharon)  1 specimen
612  Impatiens  1 specimen
613  Lily (All kinds)  1 specimen
614  Marigolds, large  3 specimens
615  Marigolds, small  3 specimens
616  Petunia, double  3 specimens
617  Petunia, small  3 specimens
618  Phlox  1 specimen
619  Rose, miniature  1 specimen
620  Roses, pink  1 specimen
621  Roses, red  1 specimen
622  Roses, white  1 specimen
623  Roses, yellow  1 specimen
624  Salvia  1 specimen
625  Snapdragons  1 specimen
626  Sweetpea  1 specimen
627  Sunflower  1 specimen
628  Zinnia, large  1 specimen
629  Zinnia, small  3 specimens
630  Other Cut Flower  1 or 3 specimens according to size

Section 44  Division-Container Grown Plants

Class  Exhibit  Quantity

631  Hyacinth  1 specimen
632  Hydrangea  1 specimen
633  Wildflower  1 specimen
634  Daisy  1 specimen
635  Coneflower  1 specimen
636  Tropical/Exotic  1 specimen
637  African Violet, single flowering  1 specimen
638  African Violet, double flowering  1 specimen
639  Aloe Vera  1 specimen
640  Begonia  1 specimen
641  Begonia, Angel Wing  1 specimen
642  Bromeliad  1 specimen
643  Cactus  1 specimen
644  Dish Garden (multiple plants)  1 dish/container
645  Fern  1 specimen
646  Geranium  1 specimen
647  Impatiens  1 specimen
648  Hanging Basket, blooming  1 specimen
649  Hanging Basket, foliage  1 specimen
650  Miscellaneous Plant, flowering  1 specimen
651  Miscellaneous, non-flowering  1 specimen
652  Novelty Container-ary  1 specimen
653  Potted Vine  1 specimen
654  Sansevieria  1 specimen
655  Spider Plant  1 specimen
656  Pothos  1 specimen
657  Tree  Limit 4 ft.
658  Container Garden  1 specimen
659  Caladium  1 specimen
660  Hyacinth  1 specimen
661  Passion Flower  1 specimen

RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR EXHIBITING CUT FLOWERS AND
CONTAINER-GROWN PLANTS

1. This contest is open to amateur grower only.
2. All entries must have been grown by the entrant.
3. Only one entry per category may be submitted by any person.
4. All entries must be received at the Black River Coliseum during the designated entry time - 3:00-8:00 p.m.
    Wednesday, Sept. 16 and 7:00-10:00 a.m., Thursday, Sept. 17.
5. a. Floral entries should be in a plain, clear container of appropriate size, furnished by the exhibitor.
    b. Container-grown plants may be entered in any appropriate growing container.
6. All entries must be labeled by the entry committee, with the entrant's name, address and class of entry.
7. Judging criteria are:
   a. Entry is accurately labeled
   b. The proper number or amount of flowers or plants must be entered, according to the class.
   c. The flowers or plants should be as uniform as possible in quality, size and general appearance.
   d. All entries should be free of insects, diseases and signs of injury.
   e. The entry committee may sub divide classes as necessary.
8. Youth and adult entries will be separated for display and judging.
   a. In the youth division, each entry will receive a blue, red or white ribbon, according to the quality of each entry.
   b. In the adult division, one blue ribbon will be awarded for the best, one red ribbon for the second best and one white ribbon for the third best in class.
   c. A grand champion will be chosen each from among all of the floral entries and all of the container-grown plant entries, in both adult and youth categories. The award in the adult division will receive $20, the youth will receive $10.
9. No one other than the judge(s) and entry committee members may be present in the exhibition area during the judging, beginning at noon September 17.
10. All decisions of the judges will be final. Judges may withhold an award at their discretion, should they consider the entry unworthy, even though it may be the only entry in the class.
11. Entries and containers not picked up by the entrant at the end of the show, from 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m., Sept. 19, will be disposed of by the floral exhibit superintendents.